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learningprocess of acquiring new and relatively enduring info or 

behaviorsconditioningprocess of learning associations that takes two main 

forms; classical and operant ONPSYCHOLOGY CH 7 TEST SPECIFICALLY FOR 

YOUFOR ONLY$13. 90/PAGEOrder Nowstimulusanyeventor situation that 

evokes a responcecognitive learningacquisition of mental info by observing 

events, watching others, or through languagepavlovwho did the first 

experimental studies of associative learningbehavoristwhat did watson 

consider himself to beneutral stimuluselicts no response before 

conditioningdog foodunconditioned stimulus in pavlovs 

experimentdroolingunconditioned response in pavlovs 

experimentconditioned responcewhat does the conditioned stimulus signal 

the impending occurence ofextinctionwhen cs no longer signals a 

usspontaneous recoveryreapearance of weakened cr after a pauseextinction 

was suppressing the croccurance of spontaneous recovery suggests that 

what happens during extinctiongeneraliationtendency to respond likewise to 

stimuli similar to the csdiscriminationlearned ability to distinguish between a 

conditioned stimulus and other irrelevant stimulipavlovwho studied 

respondent behaviorskinnerwho studied operant behavioroperant 

conditioningwhat form of learning behavior is influenced by its 

consequencesassociative learningwhat study of little albert demonstratelaw 

of effectwhat did skinners work elaborate of what thorndike didshapingguide 

behavior towards closer and closer approximations of the desired 

behaviornegative reinforcementwhat kind of stimulus when removed after a 

responce strengthens the responseadd somethingbest way to describe 

primary reinforcersconditioned reinforcerwhen stimulus acquires reinforcing 

power through its associations with a primary reinforcefixed ratioreinforces 
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responce after specified number of responcesvariable ratioreinforces 

responce after unpredictable # of responcesfixed intervalreinforces responce

after specified time has passedvariable intervalreinforces responce as 

unpredictable time intervalincreasePositive reinforcers ___the rate of operant

responding, and negative reinforcers ___the rate of operant 

respondingoperant responcesresponce that can be modified by 

consequences and is a meaningful, measurable unit of behaviorpartial 

reinforcementlearning that some responces, but not others, will be 

inforcedexternal influencesaccording to skinner, human behavior is primary 

controlled by whatintrinsicvoluntary behaviors that produce rewarding or 

punishing consequences callledoperant conditioningslearning association 

between behaviors and resulting events central toorganisms expectation 

that us will follow a csa psychologist who emphasizes cognitive processes 

would be likely to suggest that classical conditioning depends oneveryday 

imitation and observational learningmirror neurons provide biological basis 

forobservational learningbandura helped wextrinsicdesire to perform 

behavior dueto promised rewards or threats of punishment 
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